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1.Which navigation option do you use in the Roadmap Viewer to access the SAP Activate Methodology 
content? Please choose the correct answer. 
A. Navigate by assigned Delivery Mode 
B. Navigate by RACI matrix accountability 
C. Navigate by work stream 
D. Navigate by Project Team Member Role 
Answer: C 
 
2.What are some characteristics of SAP S/4HANA Cloud? 
A. SAP S/4HANA Cloud is single-tenant; meaning your service runs in a dedicated environment. 
B. SAP S/4HANA Cloud is multi-tenant, meaning your service runs in a shared environment. 
C. SAP S/4HANA Cloud includes quarterly innovation cycles. 
D. SAP S/4HANA Cloud runs in an infrastructure with private, managed services for SAP solutions. 
E. SAP S/4HANA Cloud provides additional functionality for customers that require broad extensions and 
deep configuration capabilities. 
Answer: B,C 
 
3.Which estimation technique can be used in Agile project delivery to size the user stories during sprint 
planning? Please choose the correct answer. 
A. Detailed bottom-up effort estimate the breaks each user story up into hours or shorter tasks 
B. Relative estimate in ideal person days that reflects the best estimate provided by the project team 
C. Detailed bottom-up effort estimate by the SCRUM Master in story points based on the user story 
complexity 
D. Product Owner’s relative estimate of the effort that will be needed to implement the user story 
Answer: D 
 
4.How do you achieve frequent checkpoints with the end user in an Agile delivery approach? There are 2 
correct answers to this question. 
A. Demo the SAP model company 
B. User acceptance test 
C. Solution demo for sprints 
D. Solution review for waves 
Answer: C,D 
 
5.Which tools does SAP Activate provide to support Guided Configuration? There are 3 correct answers to 
this question. 
A. Solution Builder 
B. Expert Configuration 
C. Self Service Configuration 
D. SAP Solution Composer 
E. Model Company 
Answer: A,B,C 
 
 


